COMING EVENTS

Innocentes will formally initiate their acting careers on Saturday night, October 26th, at eight o'clock, in Alumni Hall with the presentation of the Phil Informur. Carrying out their Shakespearean Programme for the year, two of the plays will center about some phase of the druidic life—the first with the Druids as the second with their pursuit of the dark Lady Dark, in London. The old comedy, Cynarae Cynarae's Nocturne, will also include a short piece of pre-Shakespearean drama.

CAST

Duchess Lady of the Mississippi: Hazel McMillan
Mr. Rossetti: William Shakespeare
Alexi Merry: Mrs. Dark
Lady Dark: Ruth Banister
Duchess Lady: Helen Medlock
Mr. Merry: Alan Merry
Mrs. Merry: Matilda Aarons

The play will be directed by Mersey Brook.

MUSICAL PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY

After the splendid performance of the choir at musical teas last Sunday, an interesting program is anticipated for the morning service October 30th. Prelude: preludes 10.30 PM, Te Deum: 4:30 PM, H. H. Leuser (unaccompanied): harmonium 12:30 PM, Converseo 2:30 PM. The arrangements for the week have been made by the Rev. A. M. T. F. W. and the organist, who are actively interested in the work of the Massachusetts State Commission for the Blind, to which the proceeds will be returned.

MUSSELDONN AND THE VATICAN

ARGUE AN IMPORTANT QUESTION

State and church are still at war in Italy. The Vatican favours withdrawal of the Act of Settlement for which the pontiffs have immersed themselves in the Vatican trains. Temporal rights it is believed would extend the power of the church. The question of membership in the League of Nations, of an embassy in the Vatican court, and the establishment of a legation in the Vatican, have all been discussed. Mussolini naturally values the papal bases of agreement. But the Francis paper cited by his brother is optimistic. Probably the Roman question will solve itself" says the Popolo Romano, therefore there is no hurry. Both sides are anxious there be no foreign intervention. It is believed that the issue will be thoroughly threshed out in the Italian Senate on the instance of Senator Vitale, sometime in November.

Don't Be Passive—Be Active Sportsmen!

Come play hockey and basketball Saturday afternoons

Over 75 enthusiasts turn out every week.

Refreshments Served Afterwards.

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS

Top Row: Left to right—Miriam Morduchow, c/o. mat., Margaret M. DeMond, Elizabeth Sweetman, Jane Maxwell, Executive Committee, Theodore Johnson, Senior Leader.

Second Row: Elizabeth Nichols, Part; Alice Abbott, President; Janet Geddes, Part; Martha Austin, Treasurer.

Library, Mary Remnevay, Wellesley, Mass.

Presents worthwhile programs and activities for the students, including cultural events, sports, and social activities. The library is a vital resource for academic and extracurricular pursuits. It is open to all students and faculty members, providing access to a wide range of books, journals, and other materials. The library is part of the Wellesley College campus and is located in the heart of the city. It is a hub of intellectual and cultural activity, attracting students, faculty, and visitors from around the world.

“Times” Better Conditions of Current Events Contest

There have been several changes this year in the conditions of the Current Events Prize contest engendered by the New York Times, which makes it a co-operative action and awarder. Last year the contestants in each college took an examination of the news of the day committee of the college. This year a uniform examination made out by the executive committee in New York will be given to all contestants. Instead of two exams, this one exam will be given in each college, but also the inter-collegiate championship, for the best papers will be forwarded to the New York committee. The top three prizes will be given.

$25.00 will be awarded each college and will be distributed at the discretion of the local committees. Mrs. Hurd, Miss Overaker, Mr. Murphy and Mr. McBride are the members of Wellesley's committee. The policy will be, according to Mr. McBride, to award the whole $25.00 to one person if among the papers there is one markedly superior. If several good essays come, the sum will be divided into three parts of $15.00, $7.50, and $2.50. The best paper will be put in the Inter-collegiate contest. In the end event, added Mr. McBride, that paper shows marked excellence, the Committee reserves the right to withhold all prizes.

CHINESE RUGS OFFERED FOR SALE BY WELLESLEY ALUMNAE

Friends of Mrs. Praskins C. Peers were glad to welcome her back to Wellesley last week. On October 15th, she held an exhibition and sale of Chinese rugs and other imports at Hathaway House Bookshop. The rugs are the product of the industry Mrs. Peers has developed in Peking. During the next six or seven years she has spent there, she has become Wellesley to the Chinese for the best quality and cheapest prices. The next year will have an announcement made.

We WANT

A Large Enthusiastic Audience!
The noise and confusion came so great you, for streets railed into this busy corn and lend among those on the street. Inside Parr Hall was a place for business, and it was crowded with people who wanted to get something done.

There were buildings that stood out in the district where the market was located. This market was the nucleus of the town and is now the wholesale marketplace and market district.

One thing is sure: they said, "Walt Whitman, Mark Twain, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and other American writers have made their mark in literature.

**Camino Study With Travel**

Salla and Ireland were the high points of the trip. In Ireland, the writer had the opportunity to see the beauty of the landscapes and the people. In Salla, he visited the town and saw the remains of the old buildings.

**两天的旅行**

Salla and Ireland were the high points of the trip. In Ireland, the writer had the opportunity to see the beauty of the landscapes and the people. In Salla, he visited the town and saw the remains of the old buildings.

**The Times’ Reviews**

**CONDITIONS OF CURRENT EVENTS' CONTENTS (Continued From Page 1, Col. 5)**

Another factor which makes this series' interpretation valuable is its early examination. The announcement was made on Monday, April 28, 1939. The comments may start reading the pagers now, in preparation for the joint public interest. The information is always available.

**Pleasant Rooms available for Guests**

**Worcester**

**New Bedford**

**ERNEST FORSBERG Watchmaker and Jeweler**

**Lace Bandeaux with elastic inserts at sides**

**IVY CORSETS**

**This Is Underwear Week at Filene's Wellesley Shop Exquisite Crepe de Chine Underwear AT EXCEPTIONAL PRICES**

**Chief Executive**

**Ivy Corsets**

**B. L. KARTT TAILOR AND CLEANER**

**BOSTON**

**NEW BEDFORD**

**You Can Now Buy Wilbur's Shoes at James E. Lee's Bootery— at Wellesley Square**

**Wellesley College News**

**OLD BOSTON MARKET PLACE IS SCENE OF HISTORIC CHANGES**

**WASHINGTON ST.**

**IVY CORSETS WITH SIDE BIKER GIRDLE**

**ALL-IN-ONE GARTERS**

**IVY CORSET SHOP**

**8 Church Street, Wellesley**

**Wellesley College News**

**OLD BOSTON MARKET PLACE IS SCENE OF HISTORIC CHANGES**

**WASHINGTON ST.**
It was at the joint dinner of the two societies on Friday afternoon, the test-taker, remembered that all science is but a part of Mathematics; Philosophy, the next part; Chemistry, the next part, Biology the major part. According to reports just received by Dean Walte, giving the results of work done by American College-Juniors at the University of Stetins during the month of August, Dorothy Johnson and Oliver Agnew have reached among the first in the whole group competing students from all parts of the world.

During the last two weeks the study of production in Economics has been given special attention by trips to factories round about Boston. The students have observed and marveled over the speed of the machines and the ingenuity substitution of machine for intelligence in Denver's.

Probably the favorite trip is that through the Riverside Press, where one follows the making of a book from start to finish under the expert guidance of Mr. Roberts, personnel director. Despite the fact that the yearly visit of Wellesley's students is troublesome interruption to regular work, the factories are most hospitable, the Graton-Kraft Company of Worcester, even serving tea to the group which they entertain each year.

New Charles Arbuckle of Newton Cun.

(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)

WABAN GUEST HOUSE
3 WABAN STREET
Open for Students' Guests. Week End Parties
Call Wellesley 0490-R

THE PERRY HOME
266 WELLESLEY STREET
New Washington St. entrance to Campus
Mrs. Frank L. Perry,ess. Tel. 3716
The Home to go to, when away from Home.

COLLEGE NOTES

Mrs. Granville called to the Mathematics Club on Friday evening at A.R.K. on the summer meeting of the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of America which took place at Middletown, Wisconsin, September 5-9, 1937. The Colloque lectures at these meetings were given at the invitation of the Society by Prof. E. T. Bell of California Institute of Technology and by Prof. Anna Pell Wonderland, an Institute Professor. Among the audience were several of the Math Class of 1938.

At the joint dinner of the two societies on Friday afternoon, the test-taker, remembered that all science is but a part of Mathematics; Philosophy, the next part; Chemistry, the next part, Biology the major part. According to reports just received by Dean Walte, giving the results of work done by American College-Juniors at the University of Stetins during the month of August, Dorothy Johnson and Oliver Agnew have reached among the first in the whole group competing students from all parts of the world.

During the last two weeks the study of production in Economics has been given special attention by trips to factories round about Boston. The students have observed and marveled over the speed of the machines and the ingenuity substitution of machine for intelligence in Denver's.

Probably the favorite trip is that through the Riverside Press, where one follows the making of a book from start to finish under the expert guidance of Mr. Roberts, personnel director. Despite the fact that the yearly visit of Wellesley's students is troublesome interruption to regular work, the factories are most hospitable, the Graton-Kraft Company of Worcester, even serving tea to the group which they entertain each year.

New Charles Arbuckle of Newton Cun.

(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)
V C I C I V I L I T Y  S T U D I E S

American educators "demand that education be made the main business of the college—which is permissible for deans—but they also demand that the public schools of the land not be made to fail by failure to educate children, which is a little too much." They say it is the schools that create the American youth. But what of it? Should they be educated?" We glanced at our college newspaper to find the answer to this question. The Tlie Russell, Professor of History, in an essay on the subject of education, says, "It is impossible to taste the satisfaction of employing our best means beyond their highest ultimate end! How lucky we feel that we have done our best and that we have left more of our own labor than we would have accomplished alone else."

"We are willing to wager that the individual who is willing to exert the least energy with the greatest portions of what we do from our own work, we will taste, will be satisfied, not that of the individual effort, but far out of proportion to the extra effort.

Free Press Column

All contributions for this column must be 100 words or less. The editors hold them responsible for opinions and statements of the authors. Contributions should be in the hands of the Editors by 10 a.m. on Sunday.

ON WITH THE DANCES!

To the Wellesley College News: Full Imitation and dancing afterhour have so long been synonymous that the fact that this year there will be no dancing has taken some time to reconcile them to their former consciousness.

In an attempt to quench the desire of a good many students for the last few days, and the unhappiness of those who we kno it that will be more than too late. Many are finding a way to go up the ladder of society by means of the dances.

"Students are bound to consider and use the west-end as the lawful time for dancing and late hour. Isn't it true that the last dance of the year is for those who are about to go off to the next dance of the year?"

In conclusion, the editors of the Wellesley College News wish to say that, in the long run, the college is better off without the dances.

KASPERL BECOMES TEACHER OF PHYSIC IN GERMAN SCHOOL

Kasperl, here of Pole Puppiepool, and also a member of the American Chemical Society, has been appointed to the position of chemistry and physics at the German High School. He is well known for his ability to inspire his students with a love of science.

"The results have proved so gratifying that other schools have followed. The children derive much amusement from Kasperl's antics and are unconscious of the fact that they are really learning something new and fun.

During her residency in the United States, she was able to make known to the public the importance of health education. In her research, she discovered new discoveries in the field of physical and psychological wellbeing.

"It is due to this that we have been able to bring to light the importance of health education. In her research, she discovered new discoveries in the field of physical and psychological wellbeing."

Cruises and travel with and without the use of a boat.

The extracts from letters written collaboratively by a student

DEAR FAMILY:

I know I'm away, but I just haven't had a minute—even for writing you. I've never worked as hard in my life. From seven in the morning till twelve at night it's just classes, study, study, study. So I just haven't had a minute.

Oleus and I did not write again to you just because we didn't know how to be. Class dues, class dues—and books! A dozen new classes every day and last week was Pay Day, and it just looked everything. It's just all we do—pay for things! So, Dad, could I have?"

DEAR BILL:

Don't write your little sister a letter saying that you wouldn't help if there isn't time to write. You want me to make sure you don't. Well, I have to practice playing every single day. Do work you so hard at Yale?

Jean devant:

I am not to write, Henry. Big weekend on and have to catch the train. The game, Bunnyhson love tonight, then on to the Lido. And tomorrow we're driving to the Cape. It's a hard.

Dartmouth man, at Harvard Law School. Has been out four times this week and I just met him on the street. Don't worry about me."

JIM DARING:

"Just another day wasted away watching and waiting.—And dreaming. I think I'm going to think this semester. Will you feel pally? I can't do any work, anybody just can't concentrate. And you are really loving Yale already? You must or I'll die of boredom—"

A TIPS STORY

At Tip 'writer sent one spade last night it traveled into town to see a notable brawl. The kees danced up and down

Flute Drink the ink that the new dance was a success. I've knew not flititation withoutbath without all ent

Remington

Larter—It it drove fer mile

Last night it rained in gay

Lett the wind blew icy

The taxi was sent on a

Sparks was sent, but so, alas, did it.
Dear College Girl,

you are invited to attend a fashion showing at Wellesley Inn Today.

Between the Hours of 9 A.M. and 9 P.M.

THERE WILL BE an engaging showing of the essentials and the accessories to a college girl’s wardrobe—not exhibition pieces, but charming apparel and accessories that are needed if you follow the vogue.

Our DISPLAY will be simply overflowing with new things, youthful things, interesting things—we can’t tell you all about them in this letter, but we do want you to come and see them.

BOston, mass.

The Theater

ARLINGTON—Felix Leiter in Gluck’s Peer Gynt.

COLOMBIA—Evert Carter Vessey in The Miser.

COVENTRY—The Merchant of Venice.

HOLLYWOOD—W. K. L. Britton.

PLYMOUTH—Dreadnought.

REVERE—Machine Wreckers.

SHUBERT—The Circus Princess.

MAJESTIC—Gentlemen Prefer Blonds.

TREMONT—Enid Davis in Howley Lane.

WILBUR—Crimson with Chester Morris.

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDS.

One seldom finds as satisfactory an illustration of a popular novel as the production that is current at the Majestic Theatre.

Lorelei Lee, our blonde heroine, makes her first appearance on an ocean liner and carries it off noticeably well, aided by the knowledge that she is occupying the royal suite. As the plot unfolds, it becomes evident that, while all gentlemen marry plaid blondes, one blonde at least prefers only President Johnson from Philadelphia. Lorelei is armed with a diamond tiara, the gift of Sir Frederick Breckman, and goes through the trying moments of life at the Ritz in Paris where all the gentlemen, including the father and uncle Brownood, two French lawyers, fall in love with the blonde on the circumspection. It is passing strange that Lorelei does not grow weary of too many engagements. Her flirtation, however, remains strong enough for her to conquer the entire Spofford family, and she is in a fair way to become the wife of Henry Spofford, the Presbyterian from Philadelphia, when the play draws to a close.

June Walker is a most convincing Lorelei Lee, and all of her charm and splendour is not confined to her fairy comrade on the stage but rather appears itself among the audience in no less conspicuous a way. Not the least of her attractions is her voice with the strange habit of rising and falling as the tide of her excitement waxes and wanes. In spite of her charms one wonders why blondes are still preferred when Dorothy has, for instance, to offer it. June had it, no doubt, that there was great danger that Dorothy, the chaperone, might steal the show. Eliza Hubbard is so splendid in this role that those of us who are still loyal to the bruntine contain consider this four well disguised. The cast at large is admirable as a whole as well as individually.

CAMPUS CRITIC

S. Foster Damon

Introducing a critic, poet, and teacher of poetry, Mr. Damon, in his third reading this fall, illustrated all three aspects in his brief talk on poetry and his reading of several of his poems. Defining literature as exploration of life, he described poetry as that type of literature which concerns itself with creation of an emotional response. When he has created an emotional response, he can express the emotion he has created through the power of verse. The latter is to be regarded as a poem, not as an expression of emotion.

Every day is gift day for some one. The supreme rule is to be kind; to remember our friends and loved ones with little tokens. If you cannot afford the expensive then give the inexpensive.

GIVE IS THE POINT

SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON

Gifts of charm and distinction

Arcade

Wellesley

C. F. Hovey Co.

Every day is a gift day for some one. The supreme rule is to be kind; to remember our friends and loved ones with little tokens. If you cannot afford the expensive then give the inexpensive.

Get the Point

Recommended by the English Department of Wellesley College

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE

The Best Abridged Dictionary—Based upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL

A Time Saver in Study Hours.

There are thousands of words, people, places, that arise so frequently in your reading, writing, speaking, conversational use that they have a meaning only to you. Now await the dictionary that will clarify your vocabulary. Webster in this instance gives definitions such as Cobble, Hobbit, Snazzy, new Quantifier entries such as Latino, Virgo, Monte Ami.

Over 100,000 words 1,200 Illustrations 1,350 pages printed on newsprint.

Get it at your College Bookstore or Write the Publishers.

MASS.

C. & C. MERRIAM CO.

Springfield, Mass.

Chinese Rugs

for wall hangings or floor coverings

M O D E R A T E P R I C E S
Out From Dreams and Theories

STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHERS

The State Board for the regulation of teaching, which is appointed by the Governor, has been in session, and we are happy to announce that it has adopted the following regulations for the State Certificate to Teach in High Schools.

The following list represents the members of the class of 1927 who received the State Certificate to Teach in High Schools. The following list represents the members of the class of 1927 who registered with the Personnel Bureau and who have reported that they are engaged in teaching. The Personnel Bureau will appreciate receiving information concerning other members of the class, in order that the occupational statistics may be as complete as possible.

Class of 1927—Teaching

- Miss Lucile Atcherson, has resigned in order to become married against the laws of the state of Ohio for a woman to earn her living reading gas or electric meters.

- Mrs. Moore, Back Bay 1226

- Grace Horne's Cerulean Blue, Excellent Photography artifically done at the Arcade, Your Satisfaction Guaranteed.

- Nicholas Studio

- 12 Pencils with Name Printed in Gold, 60c

- Twice the Ink

- Why the Rooting Section Forgot to Root

At the least provocation she stood up to express her enthusiasm vocally. And every time she arose the section about her forgot to cheer. She never admitted it—of course! But she suspected what everybody else knew. Attired in her new Gunther Sports Fur she competed with the players for attention! And in many instances she won out handsomely.

Approved Sports Furs

- Beaver
- Russian Pony
- Grey Rabbit
- Mink

Gunther Sportswear
Furs range from $325 upward

VOCATIONAL NOTES

- Judge Florence Allen of the Ohio Supreme Court has rescinded the inferior member of her sex on the American continent.

- There are now twenty thousand Ohio school's in the state of Minnesota.

- A test has been devised for prospective teachers for determining their ability to teach the deaf.

- One of the laws in the foreign diplomatic service of the United States, the Ladies Athletic Association, has resumed in foreign countries.

- It is against the laws of the state of Ohio for a woman to earn her living reading gas or electric meters!

- At the Sixth Annual Exposition of the Literary Guild of America offers an interesting opportunity to a few student organizations. Stamps compensate with your efforts.

- We pride ourselves on the fact that our school fashions are most satisfactory to discriminates Wellesley Girls. May we not shaw you the newest style—will priced moderately?

- The Gift Shop Charming

MARY G. MORRISON
Wellesley Square

WHY

WHY COD MADE HELL

Dove House, Inc.

61drops vs 38^

"Twice the Ink"

That's the Chilton! Double ink exclusively! You can write twice as many words with a Chilton as you can with other self-filling pens because it holds "Twice the Ink," twice as much ink as you can with other self-filling pens. It will write twice as long as you can with other self-filling pens. You'll be interested in learning "Why." There is a Chilton size and style to fit every kind. Priced 85c to $1.00, and guaranteed.

E. A. DAVIS & CO.
Hathaway House Bookshop

The Gift Shop Charming

MARY G. MORRISON
Wellesley Square Next Hotel Waban
PLAN TO EXCAVATE 25 ACRES OF ANCESTRAL AORA FRANKE

ARTICLES ON BEHALF OF AN AMERICAN BLOOD LIVES IN FLOWS IN

Start BULBS
Have them for you

It is the greatest fun. Put a dead, lifeless looking bulb in water—give it just a little care and it will come up and flower for you in about eight weeks. Really interesting.

ARMY INVESTIGATORS DISCOVER VICTORIA'S GIFTS

An amusing specimen of conscientiousness carried to its logical limit reduction ad absurdum, may be enjoyed by anyone sufficiently hardhearted to understand the natural feeling of sadness which the more unemotional of us experience when we behold Maimonides' performances in Chicago. Not content with their usual uneventful precaution of cutting off the heads of all people from superstition of money, because be upheld selfish and destructive of socially useful ends, Professor Thompson requested John J. Demor to keep a diary of the things he had been taught in schools. M. van der Waarde's criticism of the texts of David Marcus, professor of philosophy, has resulted in a $100,000 libel suit. Dr. Marcus charges Mr. van der Waarde with having altered and misstated the texts of the history books in reporting that it contained anti-Semitic propaganda.

For was this enough? Mayer Thompson then appointed a committee headed by himself to go into the history texts in the Chicago Public Library to discover all that is wrong with the precentage of the present instruction of the children. When Chicago was in a bind, the dispute arose concerning the amount of money that was injured in the war by the use of money which was wasted for instruction. Chicago and Queen Victoria herself led a movement which resulted in the establishment of the library. Seven thousand volumes were sent to Chicago by Englishmen in appreciation.

In the volume the Queen wrote:

"Presented to the city of Chicago, toward the formation of a public library after the fire of 1811, in a mark of English sympathy, by her Majesty, Queen Victoria." Others who gave toward the library were Tennyson, Carlyle, Alfred Churchill, Dorset, Gladstone, and the University of Oxford. Every living being of the British kingdom gave his autobiography works in steel, plate, and gold. The committee has not decided whether it will pay any heed to these of works.

Representatives of all the German sections in Chicago have presented Mr. Charles Schmitt with a letter of nomination for the position of chairman of the committee in his war on the Georgia General Society. These men took up his defense of the German crown favorably. Mr. Schmitt, the president of the Historical Society, and a school board trustee, is also a member of the German Society to make Mr. Schmidt reside his district. He is a member of the American Blood lives in the flow of

ARCHIE KOBLE

ARD "ARL" AND "MAY" FLANDERS

THE SATEN SHOP

extends greetings to its old patrons and welcomes the new—

LUNCHEON TEA DINNER

11:30 to 7:30

SUNDAYS 5 to 7:30

No Matter How Much You Learn

YOU SHOULD ALWAYS LEARN TO KNOW YOURSELF

POWDER PUFF SALON

59 Central Street

Tel. 614 W.

ROBERTSON'S

SHAPING

MARCEL WAVE

MANICURING

Permanent Waving a Specialty

SUE PAGE STUDIO

Welllesley, Mass.
Tel. Welllesley 0430

Photographs

Make your appointment for settings for Christmas pictures

GARAN TED MILLER CLOTH HOODS

IN PURITY

No Risk, Money Returned if not Satisfactory

Immediate Delivery

Full Fashioned Pure Silk Hose

Pure Silk Linger

SUE PAGE STUDIO

Welllesley, Mass.
Tel. Welllesley 0430

Photographs

Make your appointment for settings for Christmas pictures

GUARANTEED PURE SILK FULL FASHIONED HOSES

IN PURITY

No Risk, Money Returned if not Satisfactory

Immediate Delivery

Full Fashioned Pure Silk Hose

PURE SILK LINGERIE

POWDER PUFF SALON

59 Central Street

Tel. 614 W.

ROBERTSON'S

SHAPING

MARCEL WAVE

MANICURING

Permanent Waving a Specialty
CALENDAR

Wednesday, October 28, 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel. Miss George will lead.

7:00 P.M. Washington Hall has been reserved for the Miss Shaler Dinner Discussion on "Vio-

lent Talks in China." Miss Shaler will conduct the discussion. President Kathryn Adams of Con-}

necticut College will speak on the work of that College in the China Relief Fund Campaign.

Thursday, October 29: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel. Dr. Raymond Will lead. Announcement of elections to Class Officers will be made.

6:30 P.M. Tower Court. First Shop of the semester. Miss Will lead.

Friday, October 30: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel. Dean Tuthill will lead. Saturday, October 31: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.

8:00 P.M. Allison Hall. Bourn-}


Sunday, November 1: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel. President Pendleton will lead.

There will be no Poe's Birthday—Wednesday, November 4: 8:15 A.M. Morning Chapel. Miss Will lead.

Note: Exhibition of Art Reproductions continues through Art Museum.

ALUMNI NOTES

Engaged

25 Margaret Hunt Ingraham to Mr. George Blake Atkinson, Harvard '25.

26 Eleanor Hamilton Wallace to Mr. Frank Ollin Allen, Lieutenant Governor of New Mexico, New Mexico '04.

Lucille—Chenowat Miss to Mr. George Miller Gogel of Dallas, Texas.

Married

21 Annabel Neiman to Mr. Pearson Hill, New Haven '25.

22 Edith Wemple DeNiis to Mr. Orlando C. Colmes, October 11.

23 Dorothy M. Prewitt to Mr. Joseph Norman Lyons, October 15.

24 Ruth Foster Gellerstedt, a daughter, Jean, April 4, 1927.

25 Dorothy Wiltz Brickmore, a daughter, Nancy Leith, September 16.

26 Evelyn Kline Traynor, a daughter, William H. Traynor, September 28.

Died

27 Emma Robertson Curtis (Mrs. Charles El in June.

28 Mr. J. M. McClelland, father of Clarice McClelland Council, October 17.

29 Thelma Stanea Gale, May 28.

RED CROSS OPENS CAMPAIGN

FOR A LARGER RESERVE FUND

The Red Cross this year is making a particular effort to increase its members. The campaign is being conducted so that no Red Cross worker will be needed to help in ninety-seven disasters which, according to the New York Times, has destroyed lives in Italy due to the war. This reserve must be kept up, so that relief work can be continued during future disasters to protect the lives of people. The Red Cross will be in charge of the campaign. The new members will be welcomed.

SPECIAL OFFER

FROM Nov. 1st to Nov. 15th

New Method

VITAMIN PADS

leaves the hair soft and glossy, giving a large loose wave.

Price for Two Weeks Only

$1.00

And now to make it more complete you'll surely have to know the street.

VILLAGE HAIRDRESSING SHOP

8 CHURCH ST., WELLESLEY

for planting and the tremendous problem of aiding them to resume normal living. Much of this work will begin in the year 1927-28.

During the period of the flood, the Red Cross had to cope with one other catastrophe and at one time furnished thousands of dollars to refugees simultaneously. For the fiscal year (June 30, 1927), the Red Cross reported expenditures of $2,100,000 for floods, $542,000 for fires, and $21,459,423 for foreign countries; work of which was coming from the reserve. The reserves gross $8,000,000.

"The Times quotes Miss Payne, the chairman, as saying, "We must have a large reserve. No one can tell when a situation may arise where the reserve will be essential to the lives of thousands."

Won't you remember this November for his first love is convincing and

Helen H. Kirkland. Student Chairman.

PLAN TO EXCAVATE 25 ACRES OF ANCIENT AGORA FINANCES

(Continued from Page 7, Column 3) have been especially rich in classic Greek paintings. Scenes from the Trojan War, the Battle of Marathon and other great historical and legendary processes were painted on the walls of passages in the Agora by Polycletus, Phidias and other celebrated Greek masters.

"It is believed that there is some reason that in these excavations the first fragments of the greatest Greek painters will be found. This is one of the most wonderful opportunities that has ever been offered in the field. That the Greek Govern- ment itself is interested in such an undertaking is perhaps a natural sequence of their confidence in the American firm at Athens under the immediate administration of the director, Mr. Hill, and the assistant-director, Mr. Stiebel.

Through recent information, we learn that the sum which has been given is $200,000 rather than $2,000,000."

KOUSSEVITZKY GAVE CONCERT ON "THE BULL-FIDDLE" AT 17

Those of you who heard the Boston Symphony this fall will be surprised to find on the programs notice to the ef- fect that large Koussevitzky would give a concert on the double bass, "bull-fiddle" as it is called. No one ever heard of such a concert, and yet Koussevitzky has always been considered a "bull-fiddle" in the harmonic organization of orchestras.

Yet, Koussevitzky's enthusiasm for his Double Bass dates back to his youthhood. He taught himself a great deal and at the age of seventeen was urged by his friends to give a concert. It turned out to be a phenomenal success, and he was soon in demand all over Europe as a bass soloist. He modestly assisted his popu- larity by his love for the solo double bass. Many soloists of the double bass had an almost unheard-of thing. More than a hundred years ago, David Gruss of Vienna, it is said, was a soloist of the double bass. Gruss was a good virtuoso, but he had been a half century later before Beeth-oven took the double bass into prominence. Koussevitzky is the third great player.

In rain or shine or storm and sleet Our Fredericks Permanently Are always ready.

"The champagne of Gin" is the best ever made.

Look for the name "Champagne Gin" on the bottle cap. That shows you have genuine.

"There was a sound of revery by night." —Lord Byron

Over upon a time an undergraduate came back from his summer vacation, bought a case of "Canada Dry" and to his friends said, "Come around to my rooms, this evening. . . ."

"There was a sound of revery by night," as Lord Byron put it. And if you don't believe me, look it up in some canto or other of Childe Harold. This is not a story of flaming youth. Or anything devilish.

Just this: "Canada Dry" is the smoothest, mellowerest, most palatable gin you've ever tasted. It quenches your thirst. It has a distinct flavor. It mixes well with others. It contains no captious (red pepper). And it is really good for you.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

are cordially invited to avail themselves of the facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your checking and savings accounts and assure you that any business entrusted to us will receive our best attention.

Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per Ann- num and up.

THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK

CAPITAL $150,000

SURPLUS $250,000

AT WELLESLEY INN

"When dreary without 'Tis cheer within"

"The Champagne of Gin Ales"